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Liverpool Youth Hostels
Early Liverpool Youth Hostels
The first youth hostels to be located in Liverpool were almost as old as the YHA itself, though they were set up for
potential international travellers rather than for YHA’s own local members. There were similar facilities for intended
foreign users in London and Harwich in the early 1930s. All these hostels were temporary, small and short-lived.
The 1932 and 1933 handbooks for the National YHA and the Merseyside Region advised of such limited facilities in
two separate premises in Liverpool, one for men and one for women. There was a similar temporary affair for women
in Chester.
The men’s accommodation was in the Toc H establishment at Gladstone House, 62 Rodney Street, Central
Liverpool, where beds were provided by courtesy of Toc H. That
august body had been influential in the setting up of the Youth
Hostels Association nationally in the early 1930s, and had previously
made a few beds available in their premises in London and
Canterbury in 1931. The Rodney Street address was of great
historical importance, being the birthplace of four-times Prime
Minister William Gladstone in 1809, part of a handsome extended
Georgian Terrace in a part of the city known for its fine residences.
There was one room there for men only, operated under Toc H,
rather than fledgling YHA, rules. It was available for members of
other regional groups and overseas visitors only. Numbers staying in
1932 were not listed, but in 1933 337 overnights were recorded. The
premises survive and are Grade II* listed. They are to be found at Grid
Reference SJ 353897.
Gladstone House, 62 Rodney Street, Liverpool. This postcard view almost
certainly predates the brief period when Toc H loaned a room to YHA for
the use of men from other regions and countries. No image has yet been
found of the premises used by women at Edge Lane (author’s collection).

Similar facilities were supplied for women, three miles to the east of the city centre in college rooms (probably those
of a training college) at 299 Edge Lane (Grid Reference SJ 376906), near the Botanical Gardens. The college is now
demolished. Again, the hostel was by arrangement with TocH and operated under TocH rules. There was one room
of 10 beds for women only. As with Gladstone House it was intended for other regional groups and overseas visitors.
The 1932 figures are unrecorded, but 40 stayed here in 1933.
In the 1970s and 1980s thoughts turned again to establishing a youth hostel in Liverpool, especially in connection
with its growing importance as an Irish ferry port and its cultural attractions. The city centre was undergoing, if slowly
at first, a period of dramatic change, and its considerable stock of listed but worn-out buildings was central to
increasing development potential. In 1982 there was talk of renovating a Georgian block in the historic Duke’s
Terrace, 169-175 Duke Street, an old commercial area surrounded by ancient warehouses, decayed Georgian dwellings
and industrial premises. The houses had lain empty and increasingly derelict since the 1970s, and campaigners fought
for almost 30 years for them to be rescued and given a new purpose, including plans for housing for the elderly and a
museum. YHA’s Merseyside Group was anxious to establish a hostel here through various regeneration agencies. This
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would be at no cost to YHA, according to the North Wales annual report of 1982, though financial difficulties within
Merseyside Youth Hostels Ltd led to the scheme’s abandonment.
Duke’s Terrace lies on the northern side of Duke Street, in the Georgian Rope Walks area of the city centre that has
seen extensively gentrification in the new century. In the end, the original Georgian buildings of Duke’s Terrace were
beyond rescue, and in the early years of the new century the fine apartments below were painstakingly remodelled
from original plans.

The front and rear aspects of the rebuilt Duke’s Terrace property on Duke Street, modelled on a fine if doomed Georgian
building that by 1980 was in dire need of renovation and a new purpose (author’s photographs, December 2014)

There were other YHA schemes put forward for Liverpool after that – one for a floating hostel on a converted ship,
and another for the Baltic Fleet pub itself – but it took until 1998 for the present hostel to come to fruition. There
was, however, one other minor development. The city was at the centre of much anguished political debate in the
1980s, one consequence of which was the Liverpool Garden Festival of 1984, designed to boost the city’s regeneration.
While the festival was in full swing, an arrangement was made with college authorities to provide at reduced prices
temporary hostel accommodation in self-catering student rooms at Mulberry Court, off Oxford Street (Grid
Reference SJ 357900), close to the original Rodney Street address of 50 years before. The facility ran from 9th July to
22nd September 1984. There was accommodation for YHA members in self-catering student rooms. This was in the
days before Internet publicity; it is not known how many hostellers took advantage of the offer.

Part of the Mulberry Court student residence used as a temporary YHA facility during the Liverpool Garden Festival of 1984
(author’s photograph of May 2003)
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Liverpool [Albert Dock] Youth Hostel

1998 to present

25 Tabley Street, Wapping, Liverpool, Merseyside L1 8EE
Historic County: Lancashire

GR: SJ 345894

In the 1990s a major development for YHA was the commissioning of a new generation of specially built city hostels
at London (Thameside) (1991), Manchester (1995) and Liverpool (1998), closely followed by Oxford in 2001. They
were made possible by significant funding from regeneration and other agencies, and were labelled International in
view of their status within the IYHF.
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1: artist’s impression of the new Liverpool hostel, about the time of design. There were to be changes to the detail –
the glazed canopy was not provided, and the windows at the north end were positioned differently;
2: Liverpool International Hostel as completed in 1998.
The vista is less open nowadays, as trees have softened the view (photographs, YHA Archive)

Liverpool youth hostel was designed to complement the Albert Dock area of the city, a district
nowadays barely recognisable from twenty years ago, as derelict dockland areas, waste land and
neglect gave way to the commercial and cultural bustle of tourism and heritage, museums and
gallery businesses. A brown-field site was offered freehold at Tabley Street on Wapping, the Dock
Road just south of the Albert Dock complex, and a three-storey barrel-roofed youth hostel was
constructed there. The stone-coloured walls are offset by a red-brown brick entrance in a
vernacular Liverpool dockland building material. At the north end there is a narrow extension to house a stair well.
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1: a photograph taken from Hurst Street of YHA Liverpool under construction. The consultant architect was Graham Brown;
2&3: HRH the Duke of Edinburgh unveiled a plaque and met hostel staff at the official opening (photographs, YHA Archive)

The hostel opened on 14th August 1998, with 100 beds. The capacity has increased in line with demand: in March
2007 there were 125 beds, in January 2009 138, and by April 2012 there were 156. The increases were made possible
by the conversion of two conference rooms on the first floor and a former staff quarters suite on the second. Demand
was at its greatest in 2008, when Liverpool acted as the European City of Culture.
A £70,000 renovation of public areas was completed in December 2013; new reception and bar areas were provided
and public room spaces reconfigured. Guest bedrooms were completely overhauled between then and 2017.
John Freeman was hostel manager from the opening in 1998 until the end of 2005. There followed Robert French
(January 2006 – September 2007) and Michelle Redhead (January 2008 – September 2014); Ian Wall, Tom Kenny
and Marta Horobin were acting managers during interim and support periods. Cat Upton took the reins in 2015 and
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Iain Blair in 2016. Sean Rogers was appointed manager in 2018, but he moved across to YHA Liverpool (Central) in
2019 with the opening of the city’s second youth hostel and Marta Horobin took on the role of hostel manager in
Liverpool (Albert Dock).

YHA Liverpool Albert Dock, a popular hostel for 17 years when photographed by the author in December 2014
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In recent years both exterior and interior of the hostel have been brightened up considerably.
1: cheerful grounds separate the hostel from Wapping, the busy main dock road; 2: hostel entrance; 3: hostel lounge;
4: self-catering kitchen; 5&6: spacious hostel bedrooms; 7: secure and practical bike storage. Liverpool is a good cycling centre,
a hub in various cross-country routes and even an overnight stop in some Land’s End – John o’Groats itineraries;
8: dining room and bar area, with the obligatory reference to the Beatles (YHA publicity images).
By the end of 2019 over a third of a million guest overnights had been recorded at YHA Liverpool Albert Dock
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Liverpool [Central] Youth Hostel

2019 to present

Kansas Building, 52-54 Stanley Street, Liverpool L2 6RE
Historic County: Lancashire

GR: SJ 345903

In 2019 YHA gained two new city hostels simultaneously, in Newcastle-upon-Tyne and Liverpool. They had
previously been acquired and developed by the Euro Hostels Group, who also run hostels in Glasgow and Edinburgh,
but the English pairing was now offered as going concerns to the Youth Hostels Association. In Newcastle, a modern
youth hostel would end a long search to replace YHA’s Jesmond Road site, closed in 2011.
Its partner, Liverpool Central, however, was a largely unanticipated and opportune addition to an already very
successful operation at the Albert Dock site. YHA considered that the two Liverpool sites would complement each
other, and were confident that as they had enjoyed success for largely differing markets under rival owners, trade would
be buoyant. The remarkable end-of-year figures for 2019, with Albert Dock on over 38,000 overnights, almost its
record, and Central on almost 24,000 after less than a full year, indicated that such confidence was well founded.
As with Newcastle Central, the history of Liverpool Central’s immediate environment is complex and fascinating. In
1715 a small anonymous tidal creek feeding the Mersey was chosen by engineer Thomas Steers to create the first
successful commercial enclosed wet dock in the world. The city’s phenomenal growth as an international port for the
next two centuries stemmed from this. The shelving territory behind the expanding line of docks was drained and
developed to accommodate warehouses, commercial premises and industries associated with imports, especially of
foodstuffs, as well as hastily erected housing. The area between Whitechapel (now the city centre) and the docks was
crowded with depots and stores, pubs, seamen’s lodgings, offices and company headquarters; many of these
headquarters were the international offices of food companies, and as Victorian tastes took hold, fine buildings were
erected to house them, cheek by jowl with more mundane working and living premises.
Kansas Buildings, the future Liverpool Central youth hostel, was one such, designed to be the chief head office of the
John West canned fish company. It was constructed about 1890 in fashionable glazed red brick when the area around
Stanley Street was reconfigured and modernised to include new road layouts and a large city post office nearby on
Victoria Street. Kansas Buildings, 52 Stanley Street, is the westernmost of a block of four large superior
premises. It features grand entrances, bevelled corners, attractive decorative arched or curve-topped
windows, fancy moulded brick friezework and its title in brick relief. The hostel (and perhaps the property
name) extends into the adjacent building, number 54, of plainer appearance in lighter brick and with
simpler windows, though there is a delightful fin-de-siècle street-number shield depicted above the night
entrance on Slater Street, seen left, and a fine banistered stone staircase. Many buildings on adjacent streets
such as Rainford Gardens date back to older Liverpool, and it seems that Kansas Buildings may have
retained previous foundations, as evidenced by a cruder pattern of brick used in the cellars.
E Goad’s detailed fire insurance plans dating from the first half of the twentieth century show changes in ownership
and usage here. Number 52 had a sub-basement, half-basement and four floors (the ground floor counting as first,
American fashion). Number 54 was the same, but with four and a half floors. 52 was now owned by Pelling, Stanley
and Green Ltd, who used the ground floor as a saleroom. 54 originally had a garage in the basement (as did Newcastle
Central), with a vehicle ramp from Rainford Gardens; the turntable is still in situ. There was a rival saleroom business
on the ground floor here belonging to Angus Watson and Co Ltd and a canteen on the top floor. It seems likely that
this top floor (nowadays termed the fourth) was developed by extending across number 52 some time after the second
world war. It is recessed slightly from the main building outline, but provides a full quota of hostel bedrooms. Other
properties in the block continued with trades such as printing, tea and coffee imports, gowns and stationery.
As Liverpool’s older port trades diminished in the second half of the twentieth century, Kansas Buildings were
converted to suit city-centre shopping, though perhaps upper floors retained some of their former uses. The most
celebrated occupant of number 52 between 1981 and 2005 was the popular designer clothes and shoe shop Wade
Smith, which operated out of more than one property in the immediate area. Then, following a few years empty, Hoax
Hostel opened tourists’ accommodation here, advertised as a five-star establishment, in July 2013. It soon closed, in
2015, when it passed to Euro Hostels.
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1: the empty Wade Smith building on the corner of Mathew Street (left) and Rainford Gardens (right), in 2011.
The different appearance of number 52 Kansas Buildings (nearer) and the plainer number 54 behind is evident;
2: the same location, now the bar and ‘Strawberry Fields’ café entrance at Liverpool Central. During the summer of 2019
outside café seating provided much publicity and income for the new hostel. Note the small rise to the ground floor
through this entrance, served by both a short flight of steps and an open disabled lift (YHA publicity image)

Both Newcastle and Liverpool Euro Hostels had operated with the chief focus on young people enjoying vibrant
night-life and entertainment, for which the two cities had gained a strong reputation, especially with groups. Besides
standard en suite bedrooms for smaller groups, combined sleeping accommodation and social space was available at
each site in a large, segregated and self-contained area in the basement for an entire group, for instance a hen or stag
party. Euro Hostels coined the term ‘Bunkalow’ for this concept.
YHA Newcastle and YHA Liverpool Central both opened on 23rd July 2019, connecting almost seamlessly with the
previous operations. James Blake, YHA Chief Executive, described the benefits of the acquisitions:
With the addition of Liverpool Central and Newcastle, we now have a strong portfolio of affordable, high quality
accommodation which allows everyone access to heritage, urban culture and the arts. Together the two hostels will
increase the number of young people staying with us every year by 7%. Both sites will ensure that thousands more
young people will be able to learn, meet new people and improve their wellbeing and life skills as part of our
operations in Liverpool and Newcastle. It’s a very exciting time for YHA as we enter our 90th year.
Our Albert Dock hostel is incredibly popular and the addition of a further site in the vibrant city centre will enable
us to reach out to many more young people. The Liverpool site is not a replacement of our existing site – it will
complement it brilliantly.

YHA Liverpool Central provides a further 244 beds to the Albert Dock hostel’s 160. Central has en suite rooms
throughout, suitable for a variety of group sizes. With its larger bedroom suites, the initial idea was to encourage large
groups visiting the city, including school groups, to use Central, though the quieter attractions of Albert Dock hostel
were also recognised and advertised as an alternative choice.
Early on, YHA altered operation methods to comply with its own protocols, with enhanced fire precautions, security
and staff responsibility. In the sub-basement it intended to relinquish the ‘Bunkalow’ idea and guest laundry and
repurpose the half-basement as a staff floor, with a bunk room for eight volunteers, supplementing Albert Dock’s two,
though the plan has not yet been implemented. The volunteer programme was to provide opportunities for young
Mencap people to learn and work within a youth hostel environment. The two basement levels also provided extra
toilets, stores, small cellars (betraying an older foundation) and plant.
There are two public entrances to the ground floor. The grander example is on the corner of Mathew Street and
Rainford Gardens, and advertises the Strawberry Fields café in deference to the Beatles and the Mathew Street location
of the Cavern Club almost adjacent. The quieter access is for number 54, on Slater Street, and acts as the controlled
night entrance. The bar, bistro, day-time reception, wi-fi connectivity and cheerful modern décor are recognised
features in all YHA’s city hostels. The night reception and office space are also located on the ground floor, as are the
main lifts to all floors.
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Liverpool Central hostel covers a ground and four upper floors, plus a sub-basement and half-basement. The author has
adapted these layout plans from the Euro Hostels era to show the general layout of three sample floors,
much as operated by YHA in its first year at the sit. (YHA Archive)

On each of the plans above, Mathew Street is on the left, Stanley Street at the top and the narrow
lane at the base is Rainford Gardens. Floors two and three generally replicate the layout of the
first floor, while the fourth floor is fractionally different. Room 111 is fitted for disabled use and
there are two evacuation chairs for emergency use. The dividing wall between the grander
number 52 Slater Street (left) and number 54 is evident on the plans except on the newer fourth
floor. Why number 54 should be so different in external appearance from its neighbours is
something of a mystery. Perhaps it was always intended as a more workaday, cheaper-toconstruct partner to number 52, or even possibly a rebuild because of some unknown disaster. If this were so, it would
surely have been within a decade or two of the expensive red brick buildings either side, to judge by its design features.
Internal reorganisation and improvement work was due to start in January 2020. For a short period about the time of
opening, Sean Rogers shared the managership of both the Liverpool hostels, but was appointed solely as YHA
Liverpool Central’s manager before the end of 2019. Albert Dock’s deputy manager, Marta Horobin, was in turn
promoted to manage the Albert Dock hostel.
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YHA Liverpool Central – a fine building steeped in commercial history. 1: the main entrance is on the corner of Mathew Street
and a minor thoroughfare, Rainford Gardens. The green YHA plaque is a modern rarity and updates the message on the more
common 1950s examples in the network. The modern corporate branding is gentler than its lime green predecessor. Of
historic interest are the sandstone footing (a very common Liverpool feature) and the cellar lights; 2: the view of numbers
54 and 52 on Slater Street. Always look up! – to notice the fine mouldings on the hotel next door, the original number 56;
3: the more modern added fourth floor, attractive window features, brick mouldings and chamfered corners of number 52
contrast with the plainer external design of number 54. This view is from the corner of Slater Street and Mathew Street;
4: the name Kansas Buildings is proudly emblazoned above what was probably originally the main entrance, now unused;
5: Mathew Street, Birthplace of the Beatles, proclaims the banner. These streets burst into life in the dark hours;
6: a closer view of the main Strawberry Fields café and bar entrance. The paler building contains half of the hostel’s rooms.
The narrow, low opening, far right on Rainford Gardens, descends to the one-time basement garage. Note the recessed area
left of the hostel entrance, probably for a hoist. Such were regular features of local warehouses, but rarely so well-appointed
(author’s images, December 2019)
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Interior design features at YHA Liverpool Central as introduced by Euro Hostels (YHA Archive)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1932-1984: previous Oct to Sept; 1998-present: Mar to following Feb
†M: Gladstone House youth hostel; †W: Edge Lane youth hostel; GF: Garden Festival youth hostel
∆: Liverpool Albert Dock youth hostel; ¶: Liverpool Central youth hostel figure
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© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive.
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